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Trip report 
 
Curries River Dam                 Saturday 20th September  
 
This monthly club outing will have to go down as one of the best ever, certainly in terms of the 
attendance. The fairly new policy of having some of our outings on a Saturday to allow members who 
have other obligations on a Sunday to attend seems to be paying off as we had at least thirteen attendees. 
Mind you, there are so many little parking spots and places to fish at Curries that we had trouble finding 
each other.  
 

Unusually for one of our monthly outings the weather 
was quite kind to us … mild and cloudy with  light 
east to northeast winds. It didn’t quite rain, but the air 
was damp enough to necessitate having windscreen 
wipers on intermittent driving there and driving 
home. 
 

I used to fish Curries River Dam quite a lot up to 16 
years ago when I lived a lot closer to it and I have 
never seen it so low. Stephen’s nicely composed 
photo shows how low the water is and how nicely 
sheltered the northwest arm was on the day. The low 
water level did at least make for worry free back casts 
and less water between fish (a good theory anyway). 
 

The members who chose to fish the northwest arm were greeted by the sight of a few rising fish, 
especially when we first started fishing. In fact Ray Misiurka (who had been fishing at Four Springs on 
the way and had a ready made up rod and a 3½ lb brown to show for it) got one fish and dropped 
another before the rest of us in the “northwest group” had even tackled up.  But the rises soon faded 
away and most finished up fishing nymphs. At the end of the day there were quite a few fish caught and 
just as many hard luck stories of missed takes and fish that got off, the latter mostly due to the fish 
diving into the thick weed growth and snags. You really had to keep their heads up when playing them.   
 

As far as I know the only brown trout taken were two nice ones caught by Ian Wheeler who fished from 
his boat in the choppy conditions on the southeast side of the causeway. The rest of us had to make do 
with the 300 mm rainbows.  I say ‘make do’ but they were tough, fighting-fit fish in top condition and 
really gave a good account of themselves. Good fun to catch. 

 
All in all, it was a very good outing, thoroughly enjoyed by those who attended. The dam has been quite 
heavily stocked in the past few years and I don’t think it will be long before some of us make a return 
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visit to see if we can nail some of the 1,000 plus sizeable browns that are in there. Even if you don’t 
manage one or two of those the rainbows are good fun and there should even be a fair few of those that 
have grown on from earlier stockings. 
                                                                                                                                    Alan Taylor  

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
The importance of Scud in the diet of local trout. 
 
I have fished our lakes and rivers for 69 years and have long seen the dominance of Scud in trout diets. 
All the live Scud I have seen in the water have been lying curled up on the bottom or in weed and the fly 
patterns used were tied on small curved hooks, to be dropped in front of tailing fish usually with much 
and limited success. Usually a small nymph works as well (or badly). 
 
I discovered this year that Scud do not like bright light and curl up to hide 
when the sun is out. However, it seems that when a cloud comes over or 
sky is overcast, they swim and feed furiously (like small fish) and are 
stretched out straight with their many legs thrashing energetically to 
propel them rapidly about. They are also voracious predators of nymphs, 
back swimmers, damsels - literally anything that moves and is their size. 
They are almost totally different creatures. 

 
This information came from Ralph Cutter, an American 
entomologist and professional guide etc. who 
studied Scud behaviour underwater and in a special aquarium. I was 
loaned a book by Ralph Cutter which is 
most enlightening. His favoured pattern is like a bushy nymph tied 
with Australian possum fur with a bit of 
brown coyote mixed in the dubbing. 

 
That set me thinking. 
When Little Pine Lagoon and Bronte were first flooded, there was little clear or grassy shore and not 
many mayflies but masses of grey midges, some quite large. Fish tailed all day amongst sticks and 
drowned shrubs and were full of Scud. We had Scud and snail patterns which caught the odd fish, 
occasionally many- but our best fly patterns were usually grey rabbit fur nymphs about modern size 13 
or 14. No one was using possum fur in those days. As mayfly numbers built up in mid 1960’s we 
changed away to brown nymphs, Hardy’s Favourites and eventually possum fur emergers and dun 
pattern dries. The small grey patterns were forgotten or rarely used, even though they still caught fish. 
 
The last time I fished 2019/20 season I tied up a new Scud pattern which I fished as a dropper above a 
small marabou that usually works for me. The first fish that took was tailing close, in dirty water and 
grabbed the marabou, but the next two hammered the dropper, both coming off, one after a long run into 
a weed bed before jumping. I went home then as the sun was out. 
 
I intend to pursue this adventure into the past with grey Scud patterns if ever I fish again. 
 
Charles Peck 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Unfortunately, Allan Ekert’s contribution did not arrive so I have included my own casting 
wisdom for your edification. The subtle art of loading the rod.  
 
 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

Facebook Picture of the Month 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As is not uncommon Ian Wheeler making us jealous with a lovely fish from Little Pine Lagoon 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Paul Middleton from IFS talking at the 
club meeting this month on the virtues 
of the new App that IFS staff use in the 
field.  
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Inland Fishery Service updates 
 

Lake Leake and the use of petrol engines 
 

There have been questions about the use of petrol 
engines on Lake Leake.  
When Lake Leake was used as the water supply for 
Campbell Town, petrol were only to be used to move 
from one location to another. Petrol engines were not 
allowed to be used for trolling. 
 
There was a rule change for the 2013/14 season 
which has since allowed anglers to use petrol engines 
for trolling. 
 
Lake Leake from the boat ramp and new pontoon 

 
Camden Dam 

Camden Dam is full! 
 
IFS officers recently visited Camden Dam and 
were happy to see the water lapping on top of the 
spillway. With recent rains in the states north, the 
lake is full and been fishing well for shore based 
lure anglers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Four Springs Jetty 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many of you will know that the jetty at Four Springs has been 
closed due to someone stealing a section of the grating from its 
deck. It has now been repaired and is once again open for business.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
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Anglers Alliance Updates 
 
Little Pine Bridge Repairs 
IFS have completed repairs to the footbridge over the Little Pine River upstream of Little Pine Lagoon. 
The work was funded by Anglers Alliance Tasmania. 
 
The bridge was very close to being lost – it was partially 
submerged, increasing the water pressure from the 
considerable flow in the river. One more rain or snow event 
and the bridge would have collapsed.  
 
The team has fitted four new Duragal support posts and steel 
cross bearers at both the eastern and the western abutments, 
repaired the handrail, repositioned the steps on both sides and 
replaced the timber centre cross bearer with a steel one.  
 
The bridge should be serviceable for the foreseeable future. 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Get Ready for the November Weekend Escape 
Is it in your diary? 

When: November 21st and 22nd. That is Friday and Saturday nights  
Where: The Tiger Hut 
How much: $30 per head per night; payable in cash on Saturday evening. Exact amount appreciated. 
What do you bring: Everything!!  

Bedding, pillow, food, clothes, toiletries, snacks to share are great, alcohol if you 
are so inclined. Fishing gear if you think you will need it.  

 
As per tradition any who are able will meet for lunch at the Central 
Highlands Lodge on Friday then to process to the Tiger Hut.  

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Calendar   
 
September: 
 23rd Fly tying 
 27th Casting  
 
October: 
 11th Casting 

14th Meeting 
 17th Club day out – South Esk at the bridge at Evandale  

Alan Taylor will be sending out an email towards the end 
of the month asking for names of the faithful who plan on 

attending. 
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 21st Fly tying 
25th Casting 

 30th Dinner at Steves Grill  
 
November: 
 8th Casting 

11th Meeting 
 21st/22nd Tiger Hut 
 25th Fly tying 
 
December: 
 6th Casting 
 13th Christmas BBQ 
  
January 
 9th/10th Tiger Hut. 
 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 
Sunday casting 
 
 

Summary of the general rules. 
 
Safety    It is a strict Club rule that safety glasses must be worn by persons attending casting events. 
 
Rod        Ordinary fishing rod of maximum length 3.00 metres.  Standard fly rod rings or guides. 
 
Reel    Standard fly fishing reel, or self made reel corresponding to standard.  Reel fastened to the rod, line 
 fastened to the reel. 
 
Line     Standard fly fishing line or similar line, minimum length 15.00 metres.  Backing unrestricted.  Metal inlays 
            prohibited. 
 
Leader   Minimum length 1.80 metres.  The tippet diameter and length are optional 
 
Fly         If a standard fly is used it must be cut off above the bend to remove the hook. It is permitted to use  instead a 
 tag of brightly coloured yarn 
 

Wet Fly Accuracy 
 

Method of casting 
 

1 Caster must start with fly in hand and one (1) rod length of fly line (plus the leader) out through the rod tip. 
  
2 Casting shall be single-handed from the casting platform to each target. 
 
3 The line shall be extended to the first target by false casting. 
 
4 During such false casting the fly shall not touch or tick the water in front of the caster.  Penalty for doing so shall be 3 

DEMERITS for each touch or tick that occurs. 
 
5 There shall be no measuring cast. 
 
6 No false casts shall be allowed after the first delivery cast.  If such occurs penalty shall be a score forgone for each false 

cast. 
 
7 Three attempts shall be made in succession at each target, commencing with the first target. 

Alterations to calendar items will be notified by email, 
the club website,  https://corralinn.weebly.com/ or the 

Facebook page.  
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8 The fly may be extended or shortened on the water. 
 
9 Practice casting is not permitted. 
 

Scoring for a valid delivery cast shall be as follows 
 

    First attempt hit in the ring 5 points.    Second attempt hit in the ring 3 points.    Third attempt hit in the ring 2 points. 

 

Dry Fly Accuracy 
 

Method of casting 
 

1 Caster must start with fly in hand and one (1) rod length of fly line (plus the leader) out through the rod tip. 
  

2 Casting shall be single-handed from the casting platform to each target as designated by the judge.  Such order shall be 
maintained throughout the event. 

 

3 It shall be the duty of the judge to indicate to the competitor each target in turn if the competitor so wishes. 
  

4 At least one false cast shall be made between each try.  If no false cast is made then the next try shall be a score forgone. 
 

5 Fly shall not touch or tick the water in front of the caster while he is false casting.  Penalty for such “tick” shall be a score 
forgone and shall be regarded as an attempt at the target 

 

6 Three (3) successive tries shall be made at each target in order as called by the judge. 
 

7 Practice casting is not permitted. 
 

Scoring for a valid delivery cast shall be as follows 
 

    First attempt hit in the ring 5 points.   Second attempt hit in the ring 3 points.   Third attempt, hit in the ring 2 points 

 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Next newsletter due second half of October.  Any contributions by about the 17th please. Fishing reports, items for 

sale, lost and found, letters to the editor or anything you think might interest your fellow club members. 
 

The editor reserves the right to edit without altering meaning or intent of items submitted.  
Editor – Linden Green l_green@iinet.net.au  

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 

 
  "The fish and I were both stunned and disbelieving to find ourselves connected by a line."   

-William Humphrey in "The Armchair Angler" 
 


